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Elipson,Tangent, DiDiT High-end and
InProdicon
join Voxtok Music
Montpellier, France – Septembre 6th 2016 – Voxtok provides the best Music Experience to
Audio and TV industries through Voxtok Music, a unique audio entertainment suite and its
apps for tablets, smartphones, computers, Set Top Boxes and TVs.
Elipson (the well-known 80-year-old French audio brand), Tangent (the Danish HiFi designer),
DiDit High-End (the demanding Dutch audio team) and InProdicon (the Swedish Independent
Provider of Digital Content) are joining Voxtok in its goal of bringing a consistent,
comprehensive and advanced music ecosystem.
Voxtok Music combines:
- Services & Content: Streaming (MP3 to CD) and downloading (MP3 to Hi-Res) white-label
platform, Music Intelligence, Discovery & recommendation, multi-source, Acoustic recognition.
- Products: Co-branded and white-label advanced audio devices, from audiophiles to massmarket, designed by or with Voxtok
- Technologies: for firmwares (multi-room, audio, HbbTV) for audio devices, STB and TVs
Voxtok creates a bridge between audio and TV, like never before.
Voxtok Music has been designed to fit with the TV industry standards and constraints, in order
to propose a straight-forward music package to operators and manufacturers.
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“We’re so glad to collaborate with such partners, sharing our passion for music and for
innovative businesses. Music has always been and is still a big portion of the content
everybody is accessing. Voxtok Music is unique, creating a bridge between Music and TV,
benefiting from the latest and best audio, multi-room and TV technologies”, says Joel Reboul,
CEO of Voxtok.
Elipson, Tangent and DiDit High-End complete Voxtok assets and bring a nice range of
products and skills to the band, collaborating in the design and enrichment of Voxtok Music
solutions.
The InProdicon’s backend is integrated into Voxtok Music, then adds white-label streaming
music, from MP3 up to High-Resolution, available worldwide.
“Voxtok Music includes all our experience, combined with those of our partners, in the same
and unified audio entertainment platform. It is the foundation of the state-of-the-art of what
can be done in Music services, applied to both audio and TV industries. And this is just the
beginning…”, says Jacques Krischer, Chief Musical Officer of Voxtok.
Some of these features and products will be showcased during the IBC show in Amsterdam.
Please, contact us for a private demo.

elipson.com | tangent-audio.com | didit-highend.com| inprodicon.com

About Voxtok
Voxtok provides the best music experience to Audio and TV Markets.
Voxtok designs from high-end to mass-market modern audio solutions based on its audio
entertainment suite, Voxtok Music. It is available for operators and manufacturers, bringing a
real audio ecosystem, which combines Content & Services, Products and technologies.
Voxtok has been labelled as an innovative audio company in a tribute to french masters of
High-Definition audio. See (in french) « Hommage aux Maîtres Français du son haute
définition, De Georges CABASSE à Jean-Michel JARRE »
Voxtok has been named a 2015 CES Innovation Award Honoree for High Performance Home
Audio/Video.
Voxtok operates from France (R&D) and Asia (Taïwan). For more information, please visit
www.voxtok.com and follow us at @voxtok, Facebook and LinkedIn to join the conversation.
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